A SHORTER HISTORY OF ENGLAND
that England should evacuate Malta and hand it back to its old
government, the Knights of St John. The English Government
made every delay and excuse to prevent this stipulation being
carried out, and during the angry discussions thus aroused broke
off relations with Napoleon and declared war,retaining the island.
On the face of it, therefore, the responsibility for the new
war in Europe, with all its consequences, lies upon Pitt or,
technically, upon his colleague AdcHngton,1 whom he had put
up as Prime Minister to serve in his place during a temporary
retirement imposed on him by events in connection with his
Irish policy.
The issue was not simple. England had not made peace
merely in order to take a rest and begin again. Had that been
the case there would have been no necessity for making peace
at all. On both sides the desire for peace had been sincere, but
each side vehemently suspected the other, the French soon
coming to believe that the English did not mean to keep their
word, the English persuaded that Napoleon would never aban-
don the effort to found a new Europe.
It had been the calculation of Pitt and of the English governing
classes, including a great part of the mercantile and financial
direction of the City of London, that with the peace English
trade and wealth would be unhampered, and that was their main
reason for making it. For the expense of the war had been
enormous, the corresponding strain increasingly dangerous, and
the dread of a financial catastrophe ever present. But Napoleon
had not and would not intend the peace to mean this, because
his concern was with the Western European continent which he
was organizing, and whose commercial resurrection, especially
in the Low Countries and particularly in the matter of Antwerp,
he was bound to protect and foster. The Dutch and Belgian
ports were showing great activity in shipbuilding and the rest;
an expedition was being prepared to recover the French control
of San Domingo, in the West Indies, lost through a Negro
revolt, and by some this was used as a pretext for the new mr.
With many more the French preparations were genuinely be-
lieved to be intended for an invasion of England—which, it must
be remembered, had already been envisaged before the peace.
On March n, 1803, the militia was called out;  Napoleon
1 Addington *was the son of the man who had been doctor to Pitt's father,
the great Chatham.

